
Industry leading support for automating policy changes with 
NGFW capabilities (including next-gen Apps, Users, 
FQDN, Tags, Dynamic Objects, Security Profiles and more).

Full visibility, change tracking, policy optimization and
automation for leading Next-Generation Firewalls

Proven integrations with leading ITSM / IPAM platforms
(SNOW, Remedy, Infoblox and more)

Rich set of external APIs to integrate with additional 
3rd party platforms / solutions 

Out of the box integration with Leading vulnerability 
management platforms (Tenable, Qualys, Rapid7) 
to prioritize and mitigate vulnerabilities

Production ready customizations solution

Graphical abstraction layer to easily integrate 3rd party
products, without manually writing code

Broadest Next Generation
Firewall Offering.
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Proven to work in the world's largest enterprise networks

Elastic distributed architecture with DS and RC - 
no additional license required

Leading solution for network
segmentation across hybrid
enterprise.

 

 

Broadest set of automated
business use-cases.

Seamless Integration with
Leading 3rd Party Vendors.

Supporting the most common network technologies
(NAT, MPLS, VPN, PBR, Dynamic routing and more) 

Real interactive path analysis tools, multi site connectivity
analysis

Expandable topology map, allowing customers to add
unsupported network devices and configurations

Advanced Troubleshooting and What-if analysis for
hybrid enterprise, including on-premise networks,
SDN and public cloud 

Accurate Interactive Network
Topology Map and Path Analysis
Mechanism.

Scalable, expandable distributed architecture
to address large, complex environments.

Plug & Play license for network devices

Topology support for large scale networks

Broadest support for different automated use cases (including enabling
new access, re-certifying/decommissioning rules or servers, cloning servers
and managing the change window

Simple graphical user interface to create and customize your change workflows
without vendor support

Broadest platform support for designing and implementing changes

Full control on the level of automation (from semi-automated to zero touch)
for all workflows 

Visual representation of organization’s segmentation policy

Easily identify gaps between desired state of security and actual
security configurations

Simplified way to build and maintain the organization security policy 

Real time alerting mechanism

Advanced exception management 

Out-of-the-box best practices policies and policy templates

About Tufin 
Tufin (NYSE: TUFN) simplifies management of some of the largest, most complex networks in the world, consisting of thousands of firewall and 
network devices and emerging hybrid cloud infrastructures. Enterprises select the company’s Tufin Orchestration Suite™ to increase agility in the 
face of ever-changing business demands while maintaining a robust security posture. The Suite reduces the attack surface and meets the need for 
greater visibility into secure and reliable application connectivity. With over 2000 customers since its inception, Tufin’s network security automation 

enables enterprises to implement changes in minutes instead of days, while improving their security posture and business agility. 
 

Find out more at: www.tufin.com
Follow Tufin on Twitter: @TufinTech
Read more on Tufin’s blog: Suite Talk

Download our “2020 Buyer’s Guide” 

www.tufin.com/buyersguide


